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This publication is a club leader's guide for the first year Eural
Electrification Club.
The material given in these club problems is of a very
simple nature. It is intended to help the young, rural people become better acquainted with electricity and its uses. Care and understanding will make possible a high degree of safety.
Electric power on the farm, used beneficially,
will help make the farm a better place to live.
As a leader your knowledge,
patience, and understanding will greatly benefit these fanners of tomorrow. For
those 'members completing first year work, second year club problems will follow
with additional guidance in using electricity on the farm.
General Suggestions for Leader:
1.
2.
3.

h-.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

This project should not be started unless the club fully intends
to carry it to completion.
For best results, at least 5 club members should carry the project.
The club members should do the work in the problem.
They should
keep the record book, help locate tools and material, and work on
club exhibits.
The club leaders should organize the club, arrange for subject
matter instruction, help locate necessary tools and material, and
offer suggestions and guidance on club exhibits.
(Leaders should
contact the local power supplier to furnish the club with electrical material for club problems.)
Leaders should encourage some club members to prepare a problem
in advance and present the exercise to other club members at
scheduled meetings.
As an example, two members could make and
tape a splice at a regular meeting.
This would he±p in demonstration practice and teach the members leadership.
Leaders should request a copy of the latest edition of the
National Electrical Code. A copy may be obtained through the
local Power Supplier or by writing to the Agricultural Extension
Service at Lincoln, Nebraska.
The charge for a pocket edition
size is about ten (10^) cents.
For the first year project, all members should complete all
problems and review the appendix.
A Certificate of Achievement
will be issued to each club member who completes the 7 problems as
outlined in the manual.
For encouragement in club activities, club leaders should refer to
Extension Circular 0-10-2.
For club organization suggestions refer to Extension Circular
0-20-2.
Keep leaders record sheet up to date.
At the end of project year
fill out Leaders Summary, Comments, and forward to the County
Agent.
Each club should prepare an exhibit to be used at the County
and/or State Fair.

-2Suggestions for Meeting ¥o. !_:
A. Business Meeting - (Club leader in ch&rge until club officers are elected.)
1.
2.
3.
k.
5.
6.

Explanation of duties of club officers and members.
Election of officers.
Selection of time and place for regular club meetings.
Selection of a name for the club.
Setting of club goals for the year.
Adjourn "business meeting.

B. Problem Ho. 1 - Discussion - Club leader in charge.
1. Discuss safety and electrical terms with demonstration,.
2. Begin record took.
3. Suggest tools to "be used for next meeting, such as pocket knife
and pliers.
^. Beview time and place for next meeting.
C. Eecreation Period - Club member in charge of committee.
1. Such as lunch, movies, games, or singing.

I
This problem contains safety recommendations arid electrical deflnitions and terms, The leader''and club members should spend some time on this
problem in order that the club members will remember them. The leader should
haTe available for this problem some of the electrical items discussed. These
items can be examined "by the club members.

I

II
The explanation and work in this problem is of a simple nature, The
club members should have no difficulty in making these connections. The club
leader should inspect each piece of work as it progresses and after they have
been soldered and "taped. The club leader should insist upon quality of work
rather than quantity. Leader might hare some club members inspect the work of
others.
PROBLEM III
The work in this problem is self-explanatory and of a simple nature.
Club leader dhould inspect work in, progress and upon completion.
PROBLEM IV
Test lamp can be made "by assembling the required materials. Details
of the test lamp ar-e shown in Figure No. ih. Club leader should inspect the
test lamps as they are "being made and upon completion. After the test lamps
have been made, the leader should demonstrate their use by checking a convenience outlet for "live" or "dead" circuit and "by checking voltage at "building
load center. Leader can also put 115-volt "bull) in the test lamp and place on
230-volt circuit. The 115-volt "bulb will burn very "brightly and burn out after
a short period of time.

(

-3PROBLEM V
Reading the meter is not difficult.
Each club member should "be able
to read his meter correctly after studying this problem.
The correct readings
for the four meters are: (l) 635? (2) 0963 (3) 8996 (k) 9293The difference
in readings of the last two meters is 297The leader may have to assist
members on electric rates and average cost per kilowatt hour. The rate might be
as follows:
Kilowatt Hour
Minimum
Second
Third
Fourth
Excess

50 Kw-hr.
50 Kw-hr.
100 Kw-hr.
200 Kw-hr.
200 Kw-hr.
Total

Unit Rate

(Used)

600 Kw-hr.

Average cost per Kw-hr. is 2.5^.

7^
^
3^
2^
i§5

Cost
$3-50
2.50
3.00
^.00
2.00
$15.00

($15.00 divided by 600)

PROBLEM VI
This problem involves the making of a toy motor.
Directions for
making this motor are provided under separate cover. Ample instructions are
given to show the steps for making the motor.
A little patience and a few adjustments may be needed to get some of the motors running.
PROBLEM YII
The problem deals with a study of the kilowatt-hour consumption of
electrical equipment. The club members should fill in the blanks required prior
to the club meeting.
A discussion at the meeting will be helpful to
the
members.
Additional meeting time can be spent on a discussion and use of the
material in the appendix of the U-H manual. Plan a good final recreation program
and, if possible, determine how many members will be interested in a second year
Rural Electrification Club.

-kSTJGGESTED DEMONSTRATION—WIBIHG FOR
The object of this demonstration- is to show how wire size and load
affect the safety of the wiring system and the function of a fuse.
THE CLUB
LEADER IS TO DECIDE WHETHER THE CLUB MEMBERS CAN SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY GIVE
THIS DEMONSTRATION.

PAPER

'. 19
—1

1

SPACER

|

BLOCKS-^

FUSE

15 W A T T
LANP
PLUG

SET-UP

-

TO POWER

500 WATT
ELI

SUPPLY

W I R I N G FOR SAFETY

Equipment Needed;

3.
k.
5.
6.

7.

Demonstration Board (probable size 3 s y. ^l] with the two-wire entrance
and three outlets. (See above drawing)
Circuit wires of No. Ik size including a piece of No. 19 Nichrome
heater wire to replace part of the black or "hot!! wire. (NOTE: DO IOT
USE OTHER SMALL WIRE, SUCH AS IRON OS
, Bf
OF
HEATING ELEMENT WIRE AS IT WILL MELT AND SPATTER. THIS is DANGEROUS.)
A 500 watt heating element and a 15 or 25 watt lamp.
A piece of paper to simulate insulation.
A 3 and 15 ampere fuse.
A copy of the latest National Electrical Code.
Samples of rubber covered wire.

Procedure and Explana.tion:
Be sure the plug conneG_tlng the panel wire£ to the power .source jLs
properly plugged in.
The black or "hot" wire on the panel sh"ouTd~M.ke~^ontact
with the black or "hot" wire of the power source.
With the No. 19 Nichrome wirs Installed in the jircuit,
suggested explanation and demonstration can be given.

the following

-5Orerloaded ¥ireg^ Burn Out;

',

When a water pipe is loaded substantially "beyond its physical strength
it "bursts . When an electric conductor is loaded substantially "beyond its
current carrying capacity, it will burn out. One of the insulated conductors of
the circuit has been replaced with a piece of small wire. A piece of paper is
folded over the wire to represent insulation. A 15 -ampere fuse is in the
circuit. When a 15 -watt lamp is connected in the circuit, it lights brightly,
IJgon disconnecting the Pjanel f£om the P_ower supply and feeling the wire, no
heating can be detected because the lamp does not overload the wire. But when
trie 500-watt heater is connected in the circuit, the wire becomes red hot and
the paper begins to burn. Obviously the conductor is overloaded beyond its safe
current carrying capacity. A similar situation can, and does, occur with ordinary conductors when they are loaded beyond their safe current carrying capacity.

Buildings may be set afire from overloaded electrical wiring. The
installation of an adequate wiring system in accordance with "The National
Electrical Code" is the first step in fire prevention. The National Electrical
Code was originally drawn in 1897 , "but has since undergone numerous revisions to
keep abreast of new developments. It is sponsored by the National Fire Protection Association, and is commonly accepted as a standard to be followed for
safety in wiring. The following table shows the allowable current capacity of
one kind of wire used in farm buildings, as given in the 19^-7 code.
Table:
Allowable current carrying capacity of rubber covered wire
when used not more than three in a cable or raceway.
Wire Size

Amperes

NO» iF~"

" 15

No, 12
No. 10
No. 8

20
30
40

Ho. 6

55

k

70

No.

!«t, 9

No. 0

As carrying

(type R¥)

95

125

capacity of each wire is mentioned,

show a sample of the

wire.
Fuse :
The only sure way to prevent wiring from being overloaded is to protect each circuit with a fuse or circuit breaker of the proper size. These act
as safety valves by opening the circuit before the danger point is reached.
Therefore, in no case should a protective device be used that is larger than the
safe current carrying capacity of the circuit conductors.

<

-6A Blown Fuse:
If a fuse should blow in a circuit, the cause should he located and
corrected before replacing the fuse.
When checking a fuse, also check the size
of wire in the circuit.
Because of differences in insulation thickness, some
wire looks much heavier than others. Unless the wire has its size marked on it,
use a wire gauge.
The National Electrical Code Is A Minimum. Safety Standard :
Electrical conductors that "become heated not only create an unsafe
condition, "but are also costly "because this indicates that electricity is being
wasted, and the operation of connected equipment is impaired. Wiring may "be
safe but, at the same time, it may not provide for good equipment brought out in
the introduction in the Code,, from which the following is quoted:
"The purpose of this Code is the practical safe-guarding of
persons and of buildings and their contents from electrical
hazards arising from the use of electricity.- - - - - - - The provisions of this Code constitute a minimum standard.
Compliance therewith and proper maintenance will result in
an installation reasonably free from hazard, but not necessarily efficient or convenient.
This Code is to be regarded neither as a design specification nor an instruction
manual for untrained persons.
Good service and satisfactory results will often require larger sizes of wire,
more branch circuits, and better types of equipment than
the minimum which Is here specified."
For PracjbjLce And For Demonstration :
Install a 3 amp. or smaller size fuse in the circuit. Will this small
fuse blow before the Nichrome wire gets hot and the paper burns? The 3 ampere
fuse should blow with a load of 515 watts . If successful and desirable this may
be added to the demonstration to show how a protective device protects the
wiring circuit.
Acknowledgment :
The suggestions for this demonstration have been taken from "Manual of
Demonstrations and Lessons in Teaching Farm Wiring" by D. C. Sprague and J. B.
Stere .
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—8CLTTB LEADER'S COMMENTS
Leaders please fill out
First Year Problems.
1. Wliat do you

suggest or

(

and send to the County Agent at completion of

recommend for

improving the

first year

4-H Rural

Electrification Glut Problems?

2.

Do you have

any suggestions for second

or third year Rural Electrification

Glut Problems?

(

